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aBstraCt

The substitution of carbonate in apatites has been voraciously explored for more than 60 yr. However, 
the characterization of the sites of carbonate substitution in apatite by the frequently used identification 
method, infrared spectroscopy, is still incompletely understood. In a significant departure from previous 
studies, a recent IR study concluded that most of the carbonate in apatites resides in the channels, at 
least in apatites prepared at high temperature and pressure. A series of A- and AB-carbonated calcium 
and strontium apatites have been prepared by aqueous precipitation and by carbonation with CO2 at 
800 °C. The type of carbonate substitution—A- (substitution for hydroxide in the channel) or B- (sub-
stitution for phosphate)—was determined from the carbonate asymmetric stretch (ν3) and out-of-plane 
bend (ν2) regions in the IR spectra. The IR ν3 and ν2 regions were analyzed by peak-fitting using both 
four- and six-peak models for the ν3 region. A correlation of the band position of the high-frequency 
A-type carbonate band frequency with weight percent carbonate was observed for the calcium apatites, 
whereas a correlation of the band positions of both the low- and high-frequency B-type carbonate bands 
with carbonate weight percent occurs for the strontium apatites. The high-frequency member of the 
A-type carbonate ν3 region for the calcium apatites showed the greatest variation with a change in the 
composition (A- or B-type) of carbonate. The lower frequency observed for the A-type ν3 band of those 
calcium apatites with the greatest carbonate content suggested the importance of carbonate clusters in 
the unit cell of highly carbonated apatites. Correlations of band frequencies with sodium content were 
weaker than those for carbonate, even though carbonate and sodium were correlated with each other 
in the calcium apatites. Analogous observations on the IR band frequencies in potassium-containing 
carbonated apatites, in which the potassium content is low, also suggest that carbonate content is the 
primary driver for the interactions that produce an overlap of A-type peaks with those in the B-type 
region. This conclusion is further strengthened by the lack of a correlation of the frequencies of A-type 
carbonate in strontium apatites in which the carbonate content is low.

A comparison of the IR carbonate ν3 region of the calcium apatites with that of apatites pre-
pared under high pressure and temperature indicates that this region is very similar for both types 
of syntheses. Thus, previous conclusions about the distribution of A- and B-type carbonate likely 
should be valid for most synthetic calcium apatites formed under a wide range of temperature and 
pressure conditions.
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introduCtion

The apatite family of minerals is said to accommodate in 
their structures about half of the elements on the periodic chart 
(Kreidler and Hummel 1970; Hughes and Rakovan 2002), and 
as a result, the family has various uses such as heavy metal 
remediation, ion-exchange, phosphors, and nuclear waste en-
capsulation. The carbonated calcium hydroxyl member of the 
family bears a close resemblance to the inorganic portion of 
bone and teeth and is consequently used in various medical 
orthopedic applications.

The substitution of the carbonate ion in the apatite struc-
ture is extremely facile (LeGeros 1981; Elliott 1994, 2002; 
Pan and Fleet 2002; Fleet 2015). Bone contains about 6 wt% 

carbonate and synthetic carbonated apatites have been studied 
since the 1950s, when LeGeros et al. (1969) found that the 
presence of carbonate decreased the a-axial unit-cell length 
relative to that of the parent Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2, as expected 
for the replacement of phosphate by the smaller carbonate 
ion (B-type substitution). In contrast, Wallaeys (1954), Bonel 
(1972), and others found that the reaction of apatite with CO2 
at high temperatures produced a carbonated apatite for which 
the a-axis increased in length and identified their product as 
having carbonate substituting for two hydroxides in the apatite 
channel (A-type substitution). Since then there have been many 
examples of aqueously precipitated apatites that have been 
identified as containing predominantly (generally greater than 
90%) B-type carbonate (LeGeros 1981; Elliott 1994, 2002; Pan 
and Fleet 2002).

In a significant departure from previous studies, a recent IR 
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